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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose the CCDR-PAID algorithm which
is a technique to improve CPU cache utilization of sequential
pattern mining more e�ciently as an extension of existing
CC-PAID which is our previous work. Compared to PAID,
CC-PAID improves temporal locality by changing the access
pattern to data structures and processing multiple sequen-
tial patterns with a common pre�x at a time to reduce the
memory access latency by suppressing CPU cache misses.
In this paper, we extend CC-PAID and dynamically recon-
struct data structures, so that unnecessary data access to
them can be avoided. The experimental results showed that
CCDR-PAID executes up to 25% faster than CC-PAID be-
cause it su�ciently reduces cache misses and, therefore, pro-
vides better CPU cache utilization due to compaction of the
data structure.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications�Data
mining

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Measurement, Experimentation

Keywords
Sequential pattern mining, CPU cache utilization, Perfor-
mance evaluation

1. INTRODUCTION
Sequential pattern mining is a technique to �nd the sub-

sequences that satisfy a certain threshold while maintaining
the order of their appearance, called the sequential patterns,
from a database consisting of sequence data. This is an im-
portant technique in many research �elds, such as data anal-
ysis, behavior prediction, information recommendation, etc.
In the research �eld of the sequential pattern mining, pro-
cessing time tends to greatly increase when a large database
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and a small threshold are used. The processing time is still
regarded as one of the most important issues to be solved.
One solution is to use parallelism in sequential pattern min-
ing algorithms. In the last decade, many parallel algorithms
have been proposed.
Sequential pattern mining algorithms tend to perform re-

cursive access to speci�c data structures. If the total amount
of accesses to the data structures exceeds the size of the CPU
cache, it causes long latency to refer to the data on main
memory due to cache misses. Though multi-core CPUs have
made remarkable progress in recent years, the speed of the
main memory cannot catch up with that of CPUs. In other
words, the memory wall [7] problem has not been solved
yet. Since the access latency caused by CPU cache misses
becomes a bottleneck in the process of sequential pattern
mining, a cache-conscious algorithm, called CC-PAID which
is our previous work [4], which is an extension of the PAID
algorithm [8], has been proposed to reduce the CPU cache
misses.
CC-PAID aims to reduce execution time by augmenting

CPU cache utilization which is mainly achieved by improv-
ing temporal locality for accessing data structures. In the
PAID algorithm, the sequential patterns with a common
pre�x sequence can share a range of speci�c data structures
to be processed. CC-PAID improves the temporal locality of
such data structures by changing the access pattern to the
data, for example, by processing similar sequential patterns
at a time. The evaluation of CC-PAID con�rmed that cache
misses can be reduced by around 60% and the processing
speed becomes around twice faster than PAID. According
to these results, reducing the processing time by improving
CPU cache utilization is very e�ective for sequential pattern
mining.
In this paper, we propose the CCDR-PAID algorithm, an

extension of CC-PAID, aiming to improve the CPU cache
utilization more e�ectively than CC-PAID, and evaluate it.
CCDR-PAID dynamically reconstructs the speci�c data struc-
ture which is used in two processing steps, so that it can
improve the e�ciency of accessing to the data structure.
The reconstruction mainly deletes unnecessary data which
have not been used any longer. This idea brings (1) e�cient
CPU cache utilization by avoiding the reference to speci�c
data structure, and (2) reducing cache misses due to the
compaction of speci�c data structure.

2. PRELIMINARY
For the sake of readability, we explain some terminologies

used in this paper. Sequential pattern mining is to discover
all the possible sequential patterns that are subsequences in
a sequence database (SDB), while satisfying a given mini-
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sequence data

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 A C B C A D

2 A D B A C

3 B A A D C A

4 C C D A B A

5 C A C A B A

SID

TID

Figure 1: A sequence
database.

length Sequential pattern : Support

1 A:5,  B:5,  C:5,  D: 4

2 A→A:5, A→B:4,  A→C:4,

B→A:5,  C→A:4

3 A→B→A:4

Figure 2: Sequential patterns
where minimum support is
four.

mum support. A k-subsequnece is a subsequnece of length
k. Similarly, a k-sequential pattern is a sequential pattern
of length k.
A sequence database (SDB) is constructed by multiple se-

quence data, and a sequence data consists of itemsets. An
SDB is represented as SDB =< s1, s2, · · · , sn >, where
sk is a sequence data with a sequence ID (SID). It is usu-
ally arranged in order of SID. Sequence s is represented as
s =< is1, is2, · · · , ism >, where isk is an itemset with a
transaction ID (TID) which indicates time or order of the
items occurrence. The itemsets are also arranged in order
of TID. The itemset is is represented as is = (i1, i2, · · · , ic),
where ik is an item. Let k-subsequence α be a combina-
tion of the items keeping the order relation by TID in a
sequence. A support is de�ned as the ratio or the number
of occurrences of α to that of all sequence data. A thresh-
old support value given in advance by the user is called a
minimum support.
In the discovery process of sequential patterns, a sequen-

tial pattern mining algorithm counts supports of subsequences
by scanning an SDB, and then, all k-subsequences which
satisfy a minimum support are discovered as sequential pat-
terns. The process of sequential pattern mining is divided
into an itemset-extention step (I-Step) which derives the
combinations of the items satisfying a minimum support in
an itemset, and a sequence-extension step (S-Step) which
generates sequential patterns [1]. We show an example of
an output as a result of sequential pattern mining. Figures
1 and 2 show a SDB containing the sequence data which
consist of the itemsets of length 1 as an example of �nding
sequential patterns, where the minimum support is four. In
Fig. 2, the notation A → B → A : 4 means that subsequence
A → B → A of length 3 occurs 4 times in the SDB in Fig.
1.

3. RELATED WORK
This section introduces some related studies on sequen-

tial pattern mining and CPU cache utilization of frequent
pattern mining.
Pei et al. proposed the Pre�xSpan algorithm [5] that dis-

covers k + 1-sequential patterns satisfying a minimum sup-
port in an SDB by using k-sequential patterns found in the
previous step. The search space to �nd the items which
follow the k-sequential patterns in a SDB is called a pro-
jected sequence database. Pre�xSpan discovers the items
which satisfy a minimum support in a projected sequence
database, and then, k+1-sequential patterns are derived by
appending these items to the k-sequential patterns. Since
the search space can be narrowed as the length of sequen-
tial patterns becomes longer, Pre�xSpan can discover new
sequential patterns more e�ectively.

Wang et al. proposed the FSPM algorithm [6] that im-
proves the performance by reducing the cost of scanning a
SDB. They noticed that Pre�xSpan scans the same items in
a SDB in each discovering process of sequential patterns. For
each item that satis�es a minimum support, FSPM divides
the discovery process for k+1-sequential patterns. It chooses
one item that satis�es a minimum support from them, and
discovers all sequential patterns including the item. FSPM
can reduce the search space in an SDB because the unnec-
essary items used in the previous step are properly removed
from it.
The PAID algorithm [8] proposed by Yang et al. e�ectively

makes use of item-last-position lists which store the posi-
tions of the last occurrence of an item satisfying a minimum
support in an sequence data and the corresponding support
counts of k-sequential patterns. PAID looks up the items
which do not appear after the positions of a k-sequential
pattern in a sequence data by using the item-last-position
list, though these items appear after the position of a k− 1-
sequential pattern. Since these items do not occur any more
after the position of a k-sequential pattern, their support
counts are deducted from the support of the k-sequential
pattern obtained in the previous step. This reduces the
overhead of updating support counts.
On the other hand, in the area of association rule mining,

Ghoting et al. proposed the cache conscious algorithm [2]
which improves CPU cache utilization as an extension of
the FP-growth algorithm [3]. They improved the spatial
locality of a data structure in FP-growth by relocating the
data, so that they can be accessed sequentially by gathering
correlated data in one place. It also divides the data into
the tiles, each of which �ts into a cache of CPU, in order
to improve the temporal locality and to reduce data fetch
time. Moreover, it improves the ratio of reusing the same
data by multi-threading to achieve further speedups.

4. THE CC-PAID ALGORITHM
The CC-PAID algorithm which is our previous work is

a cache conscious version of PAID improves the temporal
locality of the data structures of PAID, so that CPU cache
utilization can increase, which leads to better execution time
[4].
CC-PAID achieved more e�cient CPU cache utilization

by changing the data access pattern during the steps of
the algorithm without modifying the core of the PAID al-
gorithm. Sequential patterns can be represented as a tree
structure [1]. The PAID algorithm selects a k-sequential
pattern for discovering k+1-sequential patterns one by one
by means of traversing the tree in a depth-�rst manner. In
contrast, CC-PAID processes k-sequential patterns which
include k− 1-common pre�x at a time. It traverses the tree
in a breadth-�rst manner when �nding child nodes. This
strategy makes use of CPU cache. Once the data struc-
ture related to the calculation of support counts is fetched
to the cache when traversing a child node in the tree, the
data is immediately reused for processing its sibling nodes,
which reduces the number of cache misses. Figures 3 and
4 show the examples of access patterns of PAID and CC-
PAID, when sequential pattern A → B → A in Fig. 1 is
discovered. The sequential patterns in a box indicate that
all of them have already been processed. When CC-PAID
discovers sequential pattern A → B → A in this example, it
processes 2-sequential patterns A → A, A → B, and A → C
whose common pre�x pattern is a 1-sequential pattern A in
a breadth-�rst manner.
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PAID.
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Figure 4: Access pattern of
CC-PAID.

CC-PAID accesses two data structures for each sequence
data. One is the position lists which store transaction IDs
grouped by each item type in a sequence data. The other
is the item-last-position lists(ILP-lists), which consist of a
list of elements that are pairs of a 1-sequential pattern and
a TID which represents the last position of the item in a
sequence data.
In order to calculate support counts for each sequence

data. First, CC-PAID determines the TIDs in which k-
sequential patterns appear in a sequence data. Let a k − 1-
pre�x border position (k − 1-pbp) be the TID of the k − 1-
common pre�x in k-sequential patterns. CC-PAID �nds k-
pbps larger than a k−1-pbp from position lists. This process
is performed for k-sequential patterns. The obtained k-pbps
are recorded along with k-sequential patterns as a multi-k-
pbp.
Next, for each k-pbp in the multi-k-pbp, it looks for an el-

ement position which including TID which is larger than the
k-pbp in an ILP-list, and deducts support counts by using
the ILP-list. The position of k-pbp in an ILP-list is called
Ek-position. When searching the element in the ILP-list, we
explore the position of elements which is larger than k-pbps
and is after the element associated with Sk−1-position. Since
searching positions in the ILP-list is made in one way, An
Ek-position can be reused as a Sk−1-position in an ILP-list
in the next step to discover k + 1-sequential patterns. Note
that the items in the elements between Sk−1-position and
Ek-position are ensured not to occur as the k + 1-th items
in the k+1-subsequences in a sequence data. Therefore, the
counts of these items can be deducted from their support
counts in a database of projected ILP-lists related to k− 1-
sequential patterns, which is a set of the elements which
appear after Sk−1-positions in all ILP-lists for k-sequential
patterns. These support counts are organized as a k − 1-
support list.
In the process of discovering k + 1-sequential patters by

using k-sequential patterns which have a k−1-common pre-
�x, CC-PAID manages the position lists and the ILP-list
corresponding to sequence data to be processed at a time.
When this process �nishes, the k + 1-sequential patterns
satisfying a minimum support are discovered because the
support counts of k+1-subsequences can be calculated with
k − 1-support lists corresponding to k-sequential patterns.
We show an example of processing sequential patterns

A → A, A → B, and A → C where the minimum sup-
port is 4, by using the data with SID = 1 in the sequence
database in Fig. 1. First, we obtain a multi-k-pbp in the
position lists of items A, B and C as shown in Fig. 5, which
corresponds on the data with SID = 1 in Fig. 1. Since
the k − 1-pbp is 1, we look for a TID which is larger than

SID Item ID Transaction ID1 A 1,  5B 3C 2,  4D 6
Figure 5: Position list table of SID:1 in Fig 1.

Figure 6: Process of an ILP-list of SID:1 in Fig 1.

1 for each k-sequential pattern. The obtained k-pbps are
stored along with the k-th item of a k-sequential pattern.
At this point, a multi-k-pbp becomes {(A, 5), (B, 3), (C, 2)}.
Next, we �nd the elements including the TIDs which are
larger than k-pbps from the sub-list after Sk−1-position in
the ILP-list in Fig. 6. The support counts of the items in
these elements between Sk−1-position and Ek-position are
deducted. Fig. 6 shows when sequential patterns A → A,
A → B, and A → C are processed. Focusing on sequential
pattern A → A, the items A, B, and C, have their support
counts deducted because k-pbp is 5. The support counts of
these items are deducted from the support list correspond-
ing to sequential pattern A. The support list of sequential
pattern A becomes support list a sequential pattern A → A
when all sequence data are processed. For other sequential
patterns A → B and A → C, the same process is applied.
CC-PAID processes k-sequential patterns which includes

a k − 1-common pre�x at a time. An ILP-list fetched to
CPU cache can immediately be reused by the processes to
�nd other k + 1-sequential patterns. Hence, the temporal
locality, i.e., CPU cache utilization, of the ILP-list is im-
proved. In addition, this strategy of CC-PAID can also im-
prove the CPU cache utilization of other data structures,
such as position lists. The evaluation of CC-PAID showed
that CC-PAID has about 2x faster execution time and about
60% less CPU cache misses than PAID.

5. THE CCDR-PAID ALGORITHM
In this paper, we propose a cache-conscious PAID with

data reconstruction, named CCDR-PAID, which is a more
e�cient data access method for CC-PAID to obtain further
speedups of sequential pattern mining. To reduce execution
time, CC-PAID improves CPU cache utilization by changing
access pattern to the data structures corresponding to dis-
covered sequential patterns. As a result, the improvement
of CPU cache utilization is important and e�ective for se-
quential pattern mining. We consider another approach to
augment CPU cache utilization other than the improvement
of data access patterns as CC-PAID adopts. Sequential pat-
tern mining tends to cause recursive access to speci�c data
structures, e.g., position lists and ILP-lists in CC-PAID. Be-
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SID Item ID Transaction IDx A 1,  5B 3, nullC 2,  4D 6

position lists 
A BB A

D
Multi-k-pbp = {(A, 5), (B,NULL ), (D, 6)}

k-1-pbp=3

Figure 7: Access to position lists in the CC-PAID algorithm.

cause the way to access to data structures a�ects CPU cache
utilization, we focus on the data structures of position lists
and ILP-lists in CC-PAID.
The processing �ow and its corresponding data structures

in CC-PAID and CCDR-PAID are showed in Fig. 9. The
processing in CC-PAID is divided into two parts: one is �nd-
ing multi-k-pbps, and the other is updating support counts
for each k-sequential pattern and sequence data. On �nd-
ing a multi-k-pbp, position lists need to be accessed when
each k-sequential pattern is processed. The updating sup-
port counts consists of �nding items of which support counts
need to be deducted in an ILP-list and calculating their
new support counts, which need to be processed for each
k-sequential pattern. In addition, the deduction of support
counts also requires ILP-lists.

5.1 Data Access to Position Lists
A position list is used to �nd a k-pbp of a k-sequential

pattern. No k-sequential pattern in a sequence data to be
processed might be found when obtaining a k-pbp, even if
a k-sequential pattern exists in a sequence database. In
this case, the k-pbp becomes null in the sequence data.
For example, Fig. 7 shows that the position lists are be-
ing processed after 3-sequential patterns A → B → A,
A → B → B, and A → B → D are discovered in a se-
quential database. During processing 3-sequential pattern
A → B → B, the position list of item B is scanned. As a
result, the obtained k-pbp is found to be null. Since the se-
quential pattern A → B → B does not exist in the sequence
data.
Consider the same sequential patterns and sequence database

as in Fig. 7. If we can determine that no k-sequential pat-
tern exists in a sequence data before �nding a k-pbp, the
processing related to the k-pbp can be omitted because the
k-pbp must be null.
We can easily determine whether a k-sequential pattern

exists or not by using an ILP-list.
Since the ILP-list records pairs of an item which is a 1-

sequential pattern and the last position that it appears, it
is found that the items before Sk−1-position in the ILP-list
never becomes as the k-th ones in k-sequential patterns in a
sequence data. Therefore, we can skip to �nd k-pbps, if we
check whether the k-th items in k-sequential patterns exists
after Sk−1-position or not.

5.2 Data Access to ILP-lists
An ILP-list is used to examine whether the support counts

of items need to be deducted or not. In CC-PAID, there is a
case in which the elements in ILP-lists to be processed may
include the items which cannot become the k+1-th ones of
k + 1-sequential patterns. We can determine it depending
on whether the items exist as the k-th ones of k-sequential

Figure 8: Process range in the CC-PAID algorithm.

patterns or not. This is because these items are not satis�ed
with a minimum support unless they are the k-th ones. For
example, the possible the 4-th items of 4-sequential patterns
are A, B, and D, because 3-sequential patterns A → B → A,
A → B → B, and A → B → D exist as shown in Fig. 8.
However, item C is determined to be useless because it is
included after Sk−1-position.
The FSPM algorithm classi�es items into two sets. One

includes the items which can become the k + 1-th ones as
a candidate-set and the other has the rest of them. FSPM
processes only a candidate-set for updating support counts,
called candidate-driven manner. The same technique of a
candidate set can be applied to an ILP-list.
Based on above discussions, if ILP-lists contain only nec-

essary data to be processed, it is possible to access e�ciently.
Therefore, we propose CCDR-PAID which dynamically re-
constructs ILP-lists to keep them compact during execution.

5.3 Reconstruction of ILP-list
When obtaining a multi-k-pbp with position lists, we be-

gin to scan an ILP-list from Sk−1-position and check whether
the k-th items of k-sequential patterns exist or not, so that
we can determine k-sequential patterns which do not need
to be processed. Updating support counts also requires ILP-
lists. The items of the k-sequential patterns appeared be-
tween Sk−1-positions and Ek-positions in the ILP-list are
looked up and their support counts are deducted.
It is important that these two processes share the same

data, i.e., ILP-lists. Therefore, if only the necessary data
in an ILP-list is extracted and reconstructed to a compact
ILP-list before these processes, unnecessary access to the
ILP-list can be avoided by using a compact ILP-list. If both
these processes access the required data independently and
reconstruct the ILP-list, the processing cost increases. How-
ever, if the reconstruction of an ILP-list and accesses to it
are shared by them, it becomes advantageous in terms of
the cost. In addition, reconstructed ILP-lists are shared
and reused by other discovering processes for k-sequential
patterns in each sequence data in CCDR-PAID.
The reconstruction of an ILP-list is done by replicating

the required data in an old ILP-list to a new one in CCDR-
PAID, in order to avoid the indirect memory access, i.e.,
dereference of pointers, to the new ILP-list. Considering
CPU cache, the reconstruction of an ILP-list reduces cache
misses due to the compaction of the data, while it consumes
more memory space because of the data replication.

5.4 Process Flow of CCDR-PAID
We explain the process �ow in CCDR-PAID until �nishing

the update of support counts by using examples and Fig. 9.
First, we choose the ILP-list currently being used. We

extract and replicate all the items that are the k-th ones in
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Find multi-k-pbp
CC-PAIDProcess ProcessData structure CCDR-PAID

Find multi-k-pbp
Reconstruct ILP-listAn ILP-list

An reconstructed ILP-list
Update support  counts for each length k-sequential patternsUpdate support  counts for each length k-sequential patterns

Position listsSupport lists

Figure 9: Processes and data structures in CC-PAID and
CCDR-PAID.

k-sequential patterns located after Sk−1-position in the ILP-
list and their corresponding TIDs. A reconstructed ILP-list
is created with the replicated items and TIDs.
For example, consider the 3-sequential patterns A → B →

A, A → B → B, and A → B → D as shown in Fig. 10.
When TID of the common pre�x A → B is 3, we start to
look up the ILP-list to be used from item C and �nd items A,
B, and D. As a result, pairs of an item and a TID, which are
last positions, <5, A> and <6, D>, are extracted. These
data become the elements of a reconstructed ILP-list.
Next, we access the reconstructed ILP-list, so that we can

obtain a multi-k-pbp by looking up the position list associ-
ated with the items in the reconstructed ILP-list. Items A
and D are, for example, included in the reconstructed ILP-
list shown in Fig. 11. We obtain each k-pbp by accessing
the position lists associated with them. CCDR-PAID can
skip to look up the position list of item B, though existing
approaches need to process it.
Lastly, we look up the items of which support counts

need to be deducted for k-sequential patterns by accessing
the reconstructed ILP-list again, and subtract their support
counts. The reconstructed ILP-list can also be reused for the
next step to discover k+1-sequential patterns. For example,
the data required to be processed in the reconstructed ILP-
list are <5, A> and <6, D> in Fig. 12. Therefore, CCDR-
PAID can reduce the number of the data to be processed,
because existing methods also need to process<4,C> as well
as <5, A> and <6, D>.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate and compare our CCDR-PAID

with existing the PAID and CC-PAID algorithms. We used
three di�erent types of data sets which were created by the
IBM data generator. Table 2 shows the parameters used
for generating the data sets. The evaluation was conducted
under the environment as shown in Table 1. The criteria of
the evaluation are execution time and the number of cache
misses occurred at L3 cache. The L3 cache misses were
measured by Intel VTune Ampli�er XE 2011. Note that
we focused only on S-step for the evaluation, because I-step
is not an essential part of sequential pattern mining. The
minimum support values in graphs are indicated in ratio.

• DatasetD1 with 0.24 ∼ 0.3 of minimum supports (Fig.
13)
The execution time of CCDR-PAID where the mini-
mum support is 0.24 reduces by around 16%, and the
number of L3 cache misses where the minimum sup-
port is 0.26 also decreases by around 18% compared
to CC-PAID.

ILP-listSID Item Last Position (TID , Item ID)x <3,B>,   <4,C>,    <5,A>,   <6,D>
A BB A

Reconstructed ILP-listSID Item Last Position (TID , Item ID)x <5,A>,  <6, D>
D copy

K-1 pbp: 3

Figure 10: Reconstruction of ILP-list.

SID Item ID Transaction IDx A 1,  5B 3C 2,  4D 6

Reconstructed ILP-listSID Item Last Position (TID , Item ID)x <5,A>,  <6, D>
Multi-k-pbp = {(A,NULL ), (B,NULL ), (D, NULL)}Multi-k-pbp = {(A, 5), (B,NULL ), (D, 6)}

Position lists

Figure 11: Finding multi-k-pbp by using a reconstructed
ILP-list.

A BB

A

Reconstructed ILP-list

SID Item Last Position (TID , Item ID)

x <5,A>,    <6, D>

D

Find position after a k-pbp

Deducted items

Process range

Figure 12: Update of support counts using a reconstructed
ILP-list.

• DatasetD2 with 0.6 ∼ 0.66 of minimum supports (Fig.
14)
The execution time of CCDR-PAID where the mini-
mum support is 0.6 shortens by around 10% compared
to CC-PAID. The number of L3 cache misses drops
down by around 16% compared to CC-PAID.

• Dataset D3 with 0.08 ∼ 0.14 of minimum supports
(Fig. 15)
CCDR-PAID where the minimum support is 0.08 runs
around 25% faster and has around 28% less L3 cache
misses than CC-PAID.

These measurements revealed that CCDR-PAID runs faster
and the number of L3 cache misses reduces compared to
both PAID and CC-PAID for all combinations of data sets
and minimum supports that we used. In particular, the
number of L3 cache misses decreases as that of kinds of
items increases. The reason is that most subsequences do
not satisfy when sequential patterns of short length are be-
ing generated, which leads to a drastic decrease in the sizes
of ILP-lists and accesses of position lists. Therefore, the
number of the data to be referenced in these lists decreases
in the early time of execution.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a more e�cient data access

method for a data structure in CC-PAID, called CCDR-
PAID, to enable sequential pattern mining to execute faster.
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OS Fedora 13 64bit
Kernel 2.6.34.7-61
CPU Intel Core i7 980X

Frequency 3.33GHz
Core number 6
L2 cache 256KB x 6
L3 cache 12MB

Main memory 12GB

Table 1: Experimental environment.

Data set name
D1 D2 D3

Number of sequences 50000 50000 50000
Average transactions per sequence 50 100 50
Average items per transaction 4 4 4
Number of di�erent items 350 350 700

Table 2: Data set parameters.

CCDR-PAID improves CPU cache utilization by using re-
constructed ILP-lists, which reduces the number of accesses
to position lists in the process of �nding some data, e.g.,
multi-k-pbp. In addition, it also reduces the amount of
data to be fetched into the CPU cache in updating support
counts. The results showed that CCDR-PAID can perform
up to 25% faster and have up to 28% less cache misses than
the original CC-PAID for all data sets and minimum sup-
ports that we used in the experiments. In the future, we
intend to use many-core processors such as a GPGPU to
pursue more e�cient execution of sequential pattern min-
ing.
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